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ABSTRACT
Background and Purpose: In Alzheimer's continuum (a comprehensive of preclinical
Alzheimer's disease [AD], mild cognitive impairment [MCI] due to AD, and AD dementia),
cognitive dysfunctions are often related to cortical atrophy in specific brain regions. The
purpose of this study was to investigate the association between anatomical pattern of
cortical atrophy and specific neuropsychological deficits.
Methods: A total of 249 participants with Alzheimer's continuum (125 AD dementia, 103
MCI due to AD, and 21 preclinical AD) who were confirmed to be positive for amyloid
deposits were collected from the memory disorder clinic in the department of neurology
at Samsung Medical Center in Korea between September 2013 and March 2018. To
analyze neuropsychological test-specific neural correlates representing the relationship
between cortical atrophy measured by cortical thickness and performance in specific
neuropsychological tests, a linear regression analysis was performed. Two neural correlates
acquired by 2 different standardized scores in neuropsychological tests were also compared.
Results: Cortical atrophy in several specific brain regions was associated with most
neuropsychological deficits, including digit span backward, naming, drawing-copying, verbal
and visual recall, semantic fluency, phonemic fluency, and response inhibition. There were a
few differences between 2 neural correlates obtained by different z-scores.
Conclusions: The poor performance of most neuropsychological tests is closely related to
cortical thinning in specific brain areas in Alzheimer's continuum. Therefore, the brain
atrophy pattern in patients with Alzheimer's continuum can be predict by an accurate
analysis of neuropsychological tests in clinical practice.
Keywords: Neuropsychological Tests; Cortical Atrophy; Alzheimer's Disease;
Alzheimer's Continuum; Cognition; Neural Correlates
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INTRODUCTION
Neuropsychological-anatomical correlations are important for clinical practice. They are not
only important for understanding a patient's current clinical symptoms, but also important
for predicting the progression of symptoms. In this regard, researchers have tried to find
out whether specific forms of cognitive deficits are directly correlated with certain brain
regions using several methods including injury-lesion and functional neuroimaging studies.
Initially, case studies of patients with strokes or head injuries have shown brain-behavior
relationships. Functional neuroimaging studies have also been performed to determine the
function of a specific brain region.
With the advent of neuroimaging techniques, it is possible to detect subtle changes of cortical
structures in neurodegenerative diseases. Increasing evidence showed that various kinds of
cognitive dysfunctions were often related to cortical atrophy in neurodegenerative diseases
including Alzheimer's disease (AD).1-4 A previous study from our group investigated the
correlation between neuropsychological tests of the Seoul Neuropsychological Screening
Battery (SNSB) and the cortical thickness in a number of patients with AD or amnestic
mild cognitive impairment (aMCI).4 Results showed that poor performances in most
neuropsychological tests were correlated to cortical thinning in specific brain areas. Thus,
cortical thinning was useful for understanding neural correlates of cognitive deficits.
The diagnosis of AD and aMCI patients in the prior study only relied on clinical consequences
including symptoms and signs. However, the importance of biomarkers for AD has been on
the rise because the National Institute on Aging and Alzheimer's Association has shifted the
definition of AD in living people from a syndrome to a biological construct.5 According to
this paradigm shift, Alzheimer's pathologic change without clinical syndrome and AD are not
regarded as separate entities, but earlier and later phases of “Alzheimer's continuum” including
preclinical AD, mild cognitive impairment (MCI) due to AD and AD dementia. However, neural
correlates targeting all participants with Alzheimer's pathology have not been reported yet. Thus,
it is necessary to investigate neural correlates of Alzheimer's continuum including preclinical AD.
The SNSB was modified and complemented to produce the SNSB-II in 2012.6 The norms by
which raw scores could be converted to z-scores were changed and new forms of assessment
were added to reflect the latest trends. The Flynn effect, which is the general trend of
increased intelligence quotients (IQs) over time, is estimated to contribute to an increase
of 0.3 IQ points per year.7 During periodic revision and restandardization of the Wechsler
intelligence scales, subjects in validation samples who were administered by both older and
newer versions of the same test consistently obtained higher IQ scores on the older version.8-10
This meant that norms for the newer tests were more stringent. This phenomenon may also
apply to restandardization of the SNSB-II.
The present study aimed to explore neuropsychological test-specific neuroanatomical
correlates representing the relationship between cortical atrophy measured by cortical
thickness and performance in specific neuropsychological tests measured by SNSB-II in a
large sample of subjects with Alzheimer's continuum. This study also investigated whether
there were discrepancies between neuroanatomical correlates of z-scores which was
converted from raw scores based on the criteria in the SNSB-I and those of z-scores using the
criteria in the SNSB-II. We hypothesized that statistic maps of SNSB-II z-scores were broader
than those of SNSB-I z-scores.
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METHODS
Participants
A total of 249 participants with Alzheimer's continuum (125 participants with AD dementia,
103 participants with MCI due to AD, and 21 participants with preclinical AD) were collected
from the memory disorder clinic in the department of neurology at Samsung Medical
Center in Seoul, Korea between September 2013 and March 2018. Each participant received
neuropsychological battery, high-resolution T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
scan, and 18F-flutemetamol positron emission tomography (PET) to assess amyloid-β (Aβ)
deposition. The time interval between assessments was less than 6 months. According to the
National Institute on Aging-Alzheimer's Association criteria,11-13 Aβ (+) cognitive normal or
subjective memory concerns, Aβ (+) MCI, and Aβ (+) clinically diagnosed AD type dementia
were defined as preclinical AD, MCI due to AD, and AD dementia, respectively. We excluded
secondary causes of cognitive impairment by laboratory tests, including complete blood
count, blood chemistry, vitamin B12/folate, syphilis serology, and thyroid function tests.
All participants had no significant whiter matter hyperintensities (cap or band <5 mm and
the longest diameter of deep white matter lesion <10 mm), cerebral infarctions, intracranial
hemorrhages, brain tumors, hydrocephalus, or other structure lesions.
Our study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Samsung Medical
Center (IRB file No. 2013-07-073). All participants provided informed consent for research
according to the guidelines outlined in the Declaration of Helsinki.

Neuropsychological tests
SNSB-II, a neuropsychological battery including standardized and validated tests of a
variety of cognitive functions,6 was used to access all participants, although a small number
of participants could not complete all these tests. The SNSB-II evaluates many cognitive
factors, including verbal and visual memory, visuoconstructive function, language, praxis,
components of Gerstmann syndrome (acalculia, agraphia, right/left disorientation, finger
agnosia), and frontal/executive functions. We used tests that provided numeric scores,
such as digit span (forward and backward), the Korean version of the Boston Naming Test
(K-BNT), the Seoul Verbal Learning Test (SVLT) (immediate and 20-minutes delayed recall
and recognition), the Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test (RCFT) (copying, immediate and
20-minutes delayed recall and recognition), the Clock Drawing Test (CDT), the Controlled
Oral Word Association Test (COWAT), the Stroop test, the Digit Symbol Coding (DSC), and
part B of the Trail Making Test (TMT-B) for our study. Results with numeric continuous values
were converted to z-scores using age, sex, and education criteria presented in the SNSB-II
except for the DSC. We obtained 3 types of scores including raw scores, SNSB-II z-scores,
and SNSB-I z-scores. SNSB-II z-scores represented standardized z-scores corrected by norms
presented in the SNSB-II. SNSB-I z-score meant standardized z-scores based on norms of the
SNSB-I except for the CDT, the DSC, and the TMT-B.

Acquisition of 3-dimensional MRI images
Three-dimensional T1 Turbo Field Echo MRI images for 249 participants (125 participants
with AD dementia, 103 participants with MCI due to AD, and 21 participants with preclinical
AD) were acquired using a 3.0T MRI scanner (Philips 3.0T Achieva; Philips Medical Systems,
Best, the Nederland) with the following imaging parameters: sagittal slice thickness, 1.0 mm
with 50% overlap; no gap; repetition time of 9.9 ms; echo time of 4.6 ms; flip angle of 8°; and
matrix size of 240×240 pixels reconstructed to 480×480 over a field view of 240 mm.
https://dnd.or.kr
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MRI data processing for cortical thickness measurements
Images were processed using the CIVET anatomical pipeline.14 Native MRI images were
registered to the Montreal Neurological Institute -152 template by a linear transformation15 and
corrected for intensity non-uniformities using the N3 algorithm.16 Registered and corrected
images were divided into white matter, gray matter, cerebrospinal fluid, and background. Using
the Constrained Laplacian-based Automated Segmentation with Proximities algorithm,17,18
surfaces of inner and outer cortices were extracted automatically. Inner and outer surfaces had
the same numbers of vertices. There were close correspondences between counterpart vertices
of inner and outer cortical surfaces. Cortical thickness defined as the Euclidean distance
between linked vertices of inner and outer surfaces19 was not calculated in Talairach spaces, but
in native brain spaces due to the limit to linear stereotaxic normalization. As expected, there
was a significant positive correlation between cortical thickness and intracranial volume (ICV)
in native space.20 Controlling for ICV reflecting brain size effect was necessary to compare
cortical thickness among participants. In the previous study,20 our group proposed that the
measurement of native space cortical thickness followed by analyses that include brain size
as a covariate is an efficient method to explain the relationship between cortical thickness
and brain size in depth. ICV was defined as the total volume of gray matter, white matter, and
cerebrospinal fluid. It was calculated by measuring total volumes of voxels within the brain
mask made by Functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging of the Brain Software Library using
BET algorithm.21 As we extracted cortical surface models from MRI volumes transformed into
stereotaxic space, cortical thickness was measured in the native space by applying an inverse
transformation matrix to cortical surfaces and reconstructing them in native space.22
We applied surface-based 2-dimensional registration with a sphere-to-sphere warping
algorithm and normalized cortical thicknesses spatially to compare thicknesses of
corresponding regions among subjects. We used an improved surface registration algorithm
and an unbiased iterative group template showing enhanced anatomic detail23 to transform
thickness information for vertices into an unbiased iterative group template. Surface-based
diffusion smoothing with a full-width at half-maximum of 20 mm was used to blur each map
of cortical thickness to increase signal-to-noise ratio and statistical power.19,22,24

Asymmetric index (AI)
To measure an asymmetric degrees of neuroanatomical correlates for neuropsychological
tests, we obtained an AI which was calculated with the following formula: (R−L/R+L), where
R was the number of vertices with significant correlations in the right hemisphere and L was
the number of vertices with significant correlations in the left hemisphere.4 After obtaining
the AI, we divided the extent of asymmetry into 3 groups according to absolute value of the
AI. |AI|<0.1, 0.1≤|AI|<0.5, and |AI|≥0.5 were classified as no hemispheric dominance, weak
hemispheric dominance, and strong hemispheric dominance, respectively.

Statistical analyses
Chi-square test and analysis of variance with Bonferroni post-hoc tests were used to compare
demographic and clinical characteristics of groups. For cortical thickness analyses of MRI
data from Alzheimer's continuum patients, a MATLAB-based toolbox available free online at
the University of Chicago website (http://galton.uchicago.edu/faculty/InMemoriam/worsley/
research/surfstat/) was used. We entered score of each neuropsychological test as a predictor
and vertex-by-vertex cortical thickness as an outcome to analyze the relationship between
cortical thickness and neuropsychological performance in the surface model. A linear
regression was then performed after controlling for sex, education years, Mini Mental State
https://dnd.or.kr
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Examination (MMSE) score, and ICV as covariates. Statistical maps were thresholded using
the random field theory at p<0.05. SPSS version 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used
and 2-sided p-value<0.05 was regarded as significant in our study to analyze statistical data.

RESULTS
Clinical characteristics of our participants
Demographic and clinical data of the participants are presented in Table 1. There were no
significant differences in age, sex, or educational level among groups.

Correlation between neuropsychological tests and cortical thickness
Table 2 presents results of neuropsychological tests for participants with AD dementia,
participants with MCI due to AD, and participants with preclinical AD.
The statistical map showed that cortical thinnings in specific brain regions were associated
with raw scores of all neuropsychological tests except for forward digit span, recognition
Table 1. Demographic variables, MMSE scores of normal cognition, aMCI, and AD groups
Variable
Preclinical AD (n=21)
MCI due to AD (n=103)
AD dementia (n=125)
Total
p-value
Age (yr)
69.5±6.9
70.4±6.4
68.3±7.6
69.3±7.1
0.092
Sex (M:F)
10:11
44:59
52:73
106:143
0.875
Education
10.2±4.9
11.5±4.5
11.8±4.1
11.5±4.3
0.310
MMSE (score)
27.9±1.6
25.4±3.2
19.0±6.1
22.4±5.9
<0.001
Values are presented as mean±standard deviation. ‘n’ represents number of patients whose data were available for analysis. The p-value was obtained by
analysis of variance model and χ2 test.
AD: Alzheimer's disease, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, aMCI: amnestic mild cognitive impairment, MMSE: Mini Mental State Examination.
Table 2. Results of neuropsychological tests for AD dementia group, MCI due to AD group, normal preclinical AD group, and total participants
Neuropsychological test
AD dementia
MCI due to AD
Preclinical AD
Total
Mean±SD
Mean±SD
Mean±SD
Number
Mean±SD
Attention
Forward digit span
5.2±1.6
6.0±1.4
6.1±1.8
249
5.6±1.6
Backward digit span
3.0±1.4
3.8±1.1
4.1±1.5
246
3.4±1.3
Language
K-BNT
34.0±13.5
41.9±10.6
48.5±6.3
238
38.5±12.8
Visuospatial function
RCFT: copying
19.8±12.0
29.1±7.4
31.8±6.0
245
24.7±11.0
CDT
2.0±0.9
2.5±0.8
2.8±0.5
193
2.3±0.9
Memory
SVLT: immediate recall
10.9±5.3
14.4±4.2
20.9±5.0
249
13.2±5.6
SVLT: delayed recall
0.7±1.3
1.6±2.1
7.2±2.1
249
1.6±2.5
SVLT: recognition
15.5±2.9
18.1±2.6
21.2±1.5
249
17.1±3.2
RCFT: immediate recall
3.0±3.4
6.2±4.9
14.4±6.2
244
5.3±5.4
RCFT: delayed recall
1.8±3.0
5.5±4.9
14.0±5.9
244
4.4±5.4
RCFT: recognition
15.4±2.8
17.8±2.5
19.4±2.8
244
16.7±3.0
Frontal/executive function
COWAT: animal
8.4±4.5
12.0±4.5
14.4±5.1
249
10.4±5.0
COWAT: supermarket
8.0±5.1
12.5±5.5
17.0±6.1
234
10.6±6.1
COWAT: phonemic
15.0±10.9
22.1±10.9
24.2±13.5
220
18.8±11.7
Stroop test: color reading
36.7±26.8
63.9±29.0
82.2±25.3
229
52.5±31.8
TMT-B
188.6±107.1
92.5±86.9
66.9±39.0
184
134.2±106.4
DSC
30.6±17.1
63.9±29.0
82.2±25.3
183
37.2±17.9
Number represents number of patients whose data were available for analysis.
AD: Alzheimer's disease, MCI: mild cognitive impairment, SD: standard deviation, K-BNT: Korean version of the Boston Naming Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test, CDT: Clock Drawing Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word Association Test, TMT-B: part B of the Trail Making
Test, DSC: Digit Symbol Coding.
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in the RCFT, and the TMT-B (Fig. 1 and Table 3). Specifically, scores in the backward digit
span test which reflected attention and working memory were positively associated with
cortical thicknesses in the left middle frontal and supramarginal gyri. Scores in the Boston
Naming Test (BNT) reflecting language function were positively associated with cortical
thicknesses in the left inferior temporal and fusiform gyri. Scores in the immediate recall in
the SVLT which was included in the memory domain were positively associated with cortical
thicknesses in the bilateral superior & middle frontal gyri and middle & inferior temporal
gyri. Scores in delayed recall and recognition of the SVLT were positively associated with
cortical thicknesses in bilateral medial temporal regions. Scores in the copying test of the
RCFT composing visuospatial domain were positively correlated with cortical thicknesses
in widespread regions including bilateral parieto-occipital area and fusiform & lingual gyri.
Subtests

Correlation maps

Correlation areas

AI

Left: middle frontal gyri, supramarginal
gyrus

Digit span
backward

−0.54
Right: none

Left: inferior temporal & fusiform gyrus

BNT

−1.00
Right: none

Left: superior & middle & medial frontal
gyri, middle & inferior temporal gyri

SVLT
immediate
recall

−0.18
Right: superior & middle, medial frontal
gyri, anterior portion of middle & inferior
temporal gyri

Left: medial temporal region, temporal
pole

SVLT
delayed
recall

−0.39
Right: medial temporal region

Left: medial temporal region

SVLT
recognition

−0.21
Right: medial temporal region

Left: lateraltests
parietal
lobule, posterior
Fig. 1. Correlation maps demonstrating associations between cortical thickness and neuropsychological
in patients
with Alzheimer's continuum (AI>0
portion of superior & middle & inferior
means right-sided correlated areas > left-sided correlated areas, and vice versa for AI<0).
temporial gyri, fusiform & lingual gyri,
AI: asymmetric index, BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word
lateral occipital gyrus, cuneus, precuneus
Association Test, DSC: Digit Symbol
(continued to the next page)
RCFT Coding, CDT: Clock Drawing Test.

copying
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Right: lateral parietal lobule, superior &
middle & medial frontal gyri, superior,
middle & inferior temporal gyri, fusiform
& lingual gyri, cuneus, precuneus,
posterior cingulate gyrus

Left: lingual gyrus

0.12
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Left: medial temporal region

SVLT
recognitionContinuum
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−0.21
Right: medial temporal region

Left: lateral parietal lobule, posterior
portion of superior & middle & inferior
temporial gyri, fusiform & lingual gyri,
lateral occipital gyrus, cuneus, precuneus

RCFT
copying

Right: lateral parietal lobule, superior &
middle & medial frontal gyri, superior,
middle & inferior temporal gyri, fusiform
& lingual gyri, cuneus, precuneus,
posterior cingulate gyrus

0.12

Left: lingual gyrus

RCFT
immediate
recall

0.28
Right: superior parietal lobule,
precuneus, medial temporal region

Left: lingual gyrus, medial temporal
region

RCFT
delayed
recall

0.23
Right: superior parietal lobule,
precuneus, lingual gyrus, medial temporal
region
Left: premotor cortex, middle frontal
gyrus, superior parietal lobule, angular
gyrus, precuneus, middle & inferior
temporal gyri, orbitofrontal gyrus

COWAT
animal

−0.56

Right: none

Left: superior & middle frontal gyri,
medial frontal gyrus, lateral parietal
lobule, middle & inferior temporal gyri

COWAT
supermarket

−0.37
Right: superior & middle & medial
frontal gyri

Left: none

COWAT
phonemic

0.59
Right: superior parietal lobule

Left: inferior parietal lobule, prefrontal
cortex, middle & inferior temporal gyri

Stroop test
color reading

0.07
Right: medial frontal gyrus, superior &
middle frontal gyri, lateral parietal lobule,
temporal pole, parahippocampal gyrus

Fig. 1. (Continued) Correlation maps demonstrating associations between cortical thickness and neuropsychological tests in patients with Alzheimer's
Left:AI<0).
middle frontal gyrus, inferior
continuum (AI>0 means right-sided correlated areas > left-sided correlated areas, and vice versa for
temporal, supramarginal gyrus
AI: asymmetric index, BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth
Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word
Association Test, DSC: Digit Symbol Coding, CDT: Clock Drawing Test.
(continued to the next page)

DSC
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Right: premotor cortex, inferior temporal
gyrus, parietal lobe, occipital lobe

Left: superior parietal lobule, lateral
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Left: inferior parietal lobule, prefrontal
cortex, middle & inferior temporal gyri

Stroop test
color
readingContinuum
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0.07
Right: medial frontal gyrus, superior &
middle frontal gyri, lateral parietal lobule,
temporal pole, parahippocampal gyrus

Left: middle frontal gyrus, inferior
temporal, supramarginal gyrus

DSC

0.09
Right: premotor cortex, inferior temporal
gyrus, parietal lobe, occipital lobe

Left: superior parietal lobule, lateral
occipital gyrus, inferior temporal gyrus

CDT

0.22
Right: lateral occipital gyrus, superior
parietal, percuneus

Fig. 1. (Continued) Correlation maps demonstrating associations between cortical thickness and neuropsychological tests in patients with Alzheimer's
continuum (AI>0 means right-sided correlated areas > left-sided correlated areas, and vice versa for AI<0).
AI: asymmetric index, BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word
Association Test, DSC: Digit Symbol Coding, CDT: Clock Drawing Test.

Scores in the immediate recall in the RCFT which comprised the memory domain were
positively correlated with cortical thicknesses in the right medial temporal region, superior
parietal lobule, precuneus, and left lingual gyrus. Scores in the delayed recall of the RCFT
were positively correlated with cortical thicknesses in bilateral medial temporal regions and
right superior parietal lobule. Scores in the semantic component of the COWAT (animal)
were positively correlated with cortical thicknesses in the left medial frontal gyrus, middle
& inferior temporal gyri, superior parietal lobule angular gyrus, and precuneus. Score in the
semantic component of the COWAT (supermarket) were positively correlated with cortical
thicknesses in the bilateral superior& middle & medial frontal gyri, middle & inferior
temporal gyri, and left lateral parietal lobule. Scores in the phonemic component of the
COWAT were positively correlated with cortical thicknesses of the right superior parietal
lobule. Scores in the color reading portion of the Stroop test were positively associated with
cortical thicknesses in the right prefrontal, right superior & middle & medial frontal gyri, left
premotor cortex, and bilateral lateral parieto-temporal areas.

Hemispheric dominance of cortical thickness related to neuropsychological
results
We also investigated hemispheric dominance of neural correlates by using AI (Table 3).
Neural correlates for backward digit span test, the BNT, and semantic component of the
COWAT (animal) showed strong left hemispheric dominance. Neural correlates for all
components of the SVLT and semantic component of the COWAT (supermarket) had weak
left hemispheric dominance. In contrast, neural correlates for phonemic component of the
COWAT showed strong right hemispheric dominance, and neural correlates for copying
test of the RCFT, immediate and delayed recall of the RCFT, and the CDT showed weak right
hemispheric dominance.

Comparison with 2 different statistical maps of z-scores
Results of our study showed differences between statistical maps of SNSB-II z-scores and
statistical maps of SNSB-I z-scores except for forward digit span and recognition in the SVLT
and RCFT (Fig. 2). Statistical maps of SNSB-II z-scores were wider than those of SNSB-I
z-scores in backward digit span test, the BNT, immediate recall and delayed recall of the SVLT,
https://dnd.or.kr
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immediate recall, delayed recall and recognition of the RCFT, and semantic component of
the COWAT (animal). Opposite results were shown in semantic component of the COWAT
Table 3. Correlations among neuropsychological tests, cortical thickness, and hemispheric dominance
Neuropsychological test
Correlation areas
Hemispheric
dominance
Digit span backward
Left: frontal (mid, inf), parietal (inf)
Left strong dominance
Right: none
BNT
Left: temporal (mid, inf)
Left strong dominance
Right: none
SVLT immediate recall
Left: frontal (sup, mid, med), temporal (mid, inf)
Left weak dominance
Right: frontal (sup, mid, med), temporal (mid, inf)
SVLT delayed recall
Left: temporal (med, inf)
Left weak dominance
Right: temporal (med)
SVLT recognition
Left: temporal (med)
Left weak dominance
Right: temporal (med)
RCFT copying
Left: parietal (sup, inf), temporal (post), occipital
Right weak dominance
Right: frontal (sup, mid), parietal (sup, inf) temporal (mid, inf),
occipital
RCFT immediate recall
Left: temporal (inf)
Right weak dominance
Right: parietal (sup, med), temporal (med), occipital
RCFT delayed recall
Left: temporal (inf, med)
Right weak dominance
Right: parietal (sup, med), temporal (inf, med)
COWAT animal
Left: frontal (med, inf), parietal (sup, inf), temporal (mid, inf)
Left strong dominance
Right: none
COWAT supermarket items Left: frontal (sup, med), parietal (sup, inf), temporal (mid, inf)
Left weak dominance
Right: frontal (sup, mid)
COWAT phonemic fluency Left: parietal (inf)
Right weak dominance
Right: parietal (sup)
Stroop test color reading Left: frontal (sup, mid), parietal (inf), temporal (mid, inf)
None
Right: frontal (sup, mid, med), parietal (sup, inf), temporal (inf)
DSC
Left: frontal (mid), parietal (inf), temporal (inf)
None
Right: frontal (mid), parietal (sup, inf), temporal (inf), occipital
CDT
Left: parietal (sup), temporal (inf), occipital
Right weak dominance
Right: parietal (sup, med), occipital
BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT:
Controlled Oral Word Association Test, DSC: Digit Symbol Coding, CDT: Clock Drawing Test.

Subtests

Correlation maps (SNSB-I z score)

Correlation maps (SNSB-II z score)

Correlation areas
SNSB-I / SNSB-II difference

Digit span
backward
Lt. supramarginal gyrus

BNT
Lt. lateral occipital gyri, Lt. cuneus

Fig. 2. Difference in cortical atrophy pattern between correlation maps with SNSB-II z-score and those with SNSB-I z-score.
BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word Association Test, SNSB:
Seoul SVLT
Neuropsychological Screening Battery, SMA: supplementary motor area.
(continued to the next page)
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BNT
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Lt. lateral occipital gyri, Lt. cuneus

SVLT
immediate
recall

Rt. superior & middle frontal gyri,
Rt. medial frontal gyrus, Rt. middle &
inferior temporal gyri, Rt. fusiform gyrus

SVLT
delayed
recall
Rt. medial temporal region

Lt. middle frontal gyrus

RCFT
copying
Rt. posterior cingulate gyrus

RCFT
immediate
recall

Rt. superior parietal lobule,
Rt. lateral occipital gyrus, Rt. cuneus,
Lt. lingual gyrus

RCFT
delayed
recall

Rt. superior parietal lobule,
Rt. lateral occipital gyrus, Rt. precuneus,
Rt. lingual gyrus

RCFT
recognition
Rt. medial temporal region

Rt. SMA, Rt. angular gyrus,
Rt. superior & middle temporal gyri

COWAT
animal

Fig. 2. (Continued) Difference in cortical atrophy pattern between correlation maps with SNSB-II z-score and those with SNSB-I z-score.
BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word Association Test, SNSB:
Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery, SMA: supplementary motor area.
(continued to the next page)
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Rt. SMA, Rt. angular gyrus,
Rt. superior & middle temporal gyri

COWAT
animal
Neural
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COWAT
supermarket
Rt. superior & middle frontal gyri,
Lt. supramarginal gyrus

Lt. middle frontal gyrus

Stroop test
colour reading

Lt. superior parietal lobule, Lt. precuneus, Lt.
occipital pole, Rt. superior parietal lobule, Rt.
occipital pole, Rt. superior & inferior temporal
gyri, Rt. parahippocampal gyrus

Fig. 2. (Continued) Difference in cortical atrophy pattern between correlation maps with SNSB-II z-score and those with SNSB-I z-score.
BNT: Boston Naming Test, SVLT: Seoul Verbal Learning Test, RCFT: Rey-Osterrieth Complex Figure Test, COWAT: Controlled Oral Word Association Test, SNSB:
Seoul Neuropsychological Screening Battery, SMA: supplementary motor area.

(supermarket) and phonemic component of the COWAT. Two kinds of statistic maps had
non-overlapping areas in copying test of the RCFT and color reading portion of the Stroop test.
Non-overlapping areas in copying test of the RCFT were left middle frontal gyrus (which only
correlated with the SNSB-I z-score) and right posterior cingulate gyrus (which only correlated
with the SNSB-II z-score). Non-overlapping areas in the color reading portion of the Stroop test
were left middle frontal gyrus (which was only associated with the SNSB-I z-score), bilateral
superior parietal lobule, occipital pole, left precuneus, right superior & inferior temporal gyri,
and parahippocampal gyrus, all of which were only associated with the SNSB-II z-score.

DISCUSSION
The present study investigated relationships between cortical thickness and neuropsychological
results in Alzheimer's continuum. We found that most of neuropsychological tests were
associated with specific cortical regions. Especially, we obtained AI to demonstrate laterality
representing impaired performances of certain neuropsychological tests was more likely to
be associated with dysfunction in one hemisphere than the other. Finally, comparison with
2 different statistical maps of z-scores showed the degree of discrepancy between neural
correlates of z-scores converted from raw scores based on the criteria in the SNSB-I and those of
z-scores using the criteria in the SNSB-II.
Deficit in the backward digit span was correlated with decreased cortical thickness in the left
middle frontal gyri and supramarginal gyrus. Considering that to perform backward digit
span, temporarily store of digits which were presented was needed additionally and this
process required working memory for temporal order, it would be reasonable to expect that
backward digit span might be related to regions responsible for working memory. Convergent
evidence from lesions25-27 and functional MRI (fMRI)28-32 have suggested that prefrontal
areas could play a critical role in working memory. A few fMRI studies have also shown that
activation posterior parietal cortex is increased during a temporal order working memory
task.33,34 In fact, fMRI studies have revealed that the backward digit span test is associated
with activation in the right and left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, inferior parietal lobule,
Broca's area, and anterior cingulate gyrus.35-37
https://dnd.or.kr
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In the present study, poor performances in BNT were associated with decreased cortical
thicknesses in the left inferior temporal and fusiform gyri. BNT reflects semantic
representation which lies in the inferior temporal lobe38 or the left temporal and parietal
cortices.39 In fact, previous neuroimaging studies have shown that bad performances in BNT
are linked to cortical thinning in the left middle temporal, superior temporal gyri, inferior
parietal cortex,40,41 and hypometabolism in the left middle temporal and fusiform.
We found that the low performance of RCFT was associated with cortical atrophy in extensive
brain regions including bilateral lateral parietal lobule, precuneus, posterior cingulate gyrus,
fusiform gyrus, lingual gyrus, occipital lobe, and left prefrontal cortex in the present study.
Previous studies have shown that poor performance in the RCFT is related to lesions in the
right frontal lobe, superior temporal gyrus, lateral parietal lobule, and middle occipital
gyrus.42 The RCFT copying test represents visuo-perceptive and visuo-constructive functions
related to parietal and frontal regions, respectively. CDT also represents visuo-perceptive and
visuo-constructive functions like the RCFT copying test. However, its deficits were related to
decreased cortical thickness in the parietal region. In fact, a previous study has demonstrated
that CDT performance is related to temporo-parietal regions.43,44 It might be related to the
fact that recent studies have shown that visuo-constructive task is mainly related to parietotemporal regions.3,45 Alternatively, the RCFT might be more complex than the CDT. Thus, it
necessitates executive function more than the CDT.
Poor performance of the SVLT immediate recall was related to cortical thinning in the frontal
region as well as lateral temporal region while poor performances of the SVLT delayed recall
and recognition were associated with cortical thinning primarily in the medial temporal
areas. The immediate recall task of the SVLT was used to access verbal learning ability while
the delayed recall task of the SVLT was used to evaluate ability of memory consolidation.
Verbal learning ability was correlated with medial frontal area, prefrontal area, and lateral
temporal area in prior studies.46-49 The essential role of medial temporal lobe structures for
the consolidation of new information has been known for a long time.50 As expected, poor
performance on the delayed recall task was related to only bilateral medial temporal area
because the task reflected long-term memory. These facts might lead to differences in neural
correlates between immediate recall and delayed recall.
Recognition of the SVLT is closely related to retrieval ability. Recognition memory poses less
demand on retrieval processes than free recall. Low scores of delayed recall and recognition
of the SVLT meant retention deficit caused by the problem of memory consolidation.
Therefore, the neural correlate for recognition of the SVLT had the same pattern as the neural
correlate for delayed recall of the SVLT.
Low score in the RCFT immediate recall was related to cortical thinning in the right posterior
cortical region as well as the medial temporal region while low score in the RCFT delayed
recall was associated with cortical thinning in bilateral medial temporal regions and the right
superior parietal lobule. The reason why posterior cortical regions are involved in tasks is that
visual memory encoding needs non-spatial aspects of visual information processing. Support
of this fact comes from several studies reporting primate parietal cortex's major involvement
in visuospatial-related processing.51-53
Our study showed that semantic component of the COWAT was mainly associated with left
temporal, lateral parietal, and frontal regions while phonemic component of the COWAT was
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mainly associated with lateral parietal regions. Semantic component of the COWAT has been
used as standard tests to evaluate language function as well as frontal executive function.54
However, phonemic component of the test is regarded as a measure of frontal executive
dysfunction because generating words on the basis of orthographic criteria is unusual,
requiring the creation of non-habitual strategies primarily based on lexical representations.55
In a meta-analysis, deficits in semantic verbal fluency were associated predominantly with
temporal and frontal cortex, whereas phonemic verbal fluency depended on frontal cortex.56
Contrary to expectations, impaired performance on phonemic fluency was only associated
with parietal area. It might be explained by the fact that our participants were Alzheimer's
continuum which had profound cortical thinning in parietal regions. Because frontal region
has profound connections with parietal regions, deficits in phonemic fluency observed in
Alzheimer's continuum might be due to lesions in the parietal region which in turn can
lead to frontal dysfunction through secondary degeneration of front-parietal connections.
However, the reason why phonemic fluency is associated with parietal cortex needs to be
elucidated in the future.
We examined neural correlates of the Stroop test, the DSC, and the TMT-B to investigate
brain areas associated with executive function tests. Stroop color reading and DSC showed
decreased cortical thicknesses prominently in prefrontal and parietal regions while no
cortical thinning was associated with the TMT in our study.
Color reading portion of the Stroop test was developed as a neuropsychological test to
measure selective attention and cognitive flexibility.57 Stroop-related activations have been
observed in the dorsolateral and ventrolateral prefrontal cortex, predominantly in the left
hemisphere by functional neuroimaging studies.58-60 However, our results showed that the
poor performance on the Stroop test was related to not only cortical thinning of prefrontal
cortex, but also the thinning of parieto-temporal areas, different from results of prior studies.
Luciano has also shown that right superior parietal gyrus and middle temporal gyrus are
correlated negatively with scores of the Stroop test in patients with AD.61 In fact, previous
studies using different neuroimaging methods have correlated parietal and temporal
structures with executive functions.62,63 Although neural correlates of the DSC were similar
to those of the Stroop test, the cortical atrophy related to poor performance on the DSC was
more occipital and parietal dominant than neural correlates associated with decrements
of the Stroop test. This difference may be explained by the fact that DSC tasks require
not only executive functions, but also visual imagery. TMT is a tool measuring the ability
of psychomotor speed, visuospatial searching, target-directed motor tracking, and setshifting. Slower TMT-B completion time was associated with widespread cortical areas and
white matter microstructures including left anterior thalamic radiation and right uncinate
fasciculus.1 These deficits might not be directly related to cortical atrophy, but rather to
subcortical dysfunction.
As expected, the BNT and semantic portion of the COWAT related to language function
were strongly correlated with the left hemisphere. Several 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG)
PET studies have shown that the BNT is closely related to hypometabolism in the left
hemisphere.39,46 Some fMRI studies regarding semantic fluency have stressed the involvement
of the left hemisphere.64,65 Unlike previous studies showing that deficit in backward digit
span is related to the involvement in the bilateral prefrontal cortex, decline in backward digit
span is only correlated with left hemisphere atrophy. Stimulation studies have revealed that
left prefrontal cortex plays a crucial role in at least one type of working memory (sequentialhttps://dnd.or.kr
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letter working memory task).66 The backward digit span test is included in the verbal working
memory tasks, not spatial working memory tasks. Therefore, the poor performance on the
backward digit span might be related to decreased ability of verbal working memory. It might
be associated with the left hemisphere more than with the right hemisphere.
In the present study, neural correlates for copying test of the RCFT and the CDT were a little
lateralized to the right hemisphere. Traditionally, visuospatial functions evaluated by the 2
tests have been primarily attributed to the right hemisphere, which is more specialized in
processing nonverbal information including spatial orientation, complex visual patterns,
and visuospatial transformation.67 Structural neuroimaging studies have suggested that a
poor performance on the CDT is mainly associated with regional volume loss of the right
hemisphere.68 A FDG PET study has indicated that CDT performance is related to the
right hemisphere, especially the parietal area.69 A previous study has also shown that the
poor performance in the RCFT is related to right hemispheric lesions by lesion-symptom
mapping.42 However, single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) studies showed
the CDT task had a close relationship with the function of the left hemisphere.70,71 Another
fMRI study has reported the RCFT task is related to activation in bilateral hemispheres.72 Our
results support that the right hemisphere is mostly involved in the visuo-spatial function,
although the left hemisphere also has a role in visuo-spatial processing.
Verbal and visual memory tests showed material specificity, although their lateralities
were modest. Investigation of patients with unilateral lesions to the medial temporal
lobectomy demonstrated material-specificity of these memory impairment.73 In fMRI
study, lateralization of activation associated with memory was determined by the nature
of materials. The left hemisphere was active during encoding of words, while the right
hemisphere was active during encoding of faces.74
Although the statistical map of SNSB-II z-score was generally similar to that of SNSB-I
z-score, there were a few differences between the 2 maps. Neural correlates of SNSBII z-scores were wider than those of SNSB-I z-scores in backward digit span test, BNT,
immediate recall and delayed recall of the SVLT, immediate recall, delayed recall and
recognition of the RCFT, and semantic component of the COWAT (animal). It might be
related to the fact that the ability to perform tasks is increased over time. For this reason,
norms made for newer tests are more stringent. In contrast, opposite results were shown in
semantic component of the COWAT (supermarket) and phonemic component of the COWAT.
Both kinds of neural correlates had non-overlapping area in copying test of the RCFT and
color reading portion of the Stroop test. However, the exact reason why results were different
in these tests was unknown. Further study is needed to confirm how much norms have
potential effects on major consequence for neuropsychological assessment. Our findings
suggest that the selection of appropriate norms is very important for neuropsychological
tests. It alters cutoffs used for determination of certain disease and results of
neuropsychological test completely. Some neuropsychological tests are old and standardized
by norms made several decades ago. It causes score inflation which is secondary to the Flynn
effect. It also induces higher functioning individuals to reach ceiling point on the test.
Our study was the first research investigating corresponding regions in cortical thinning
associated with impaired performance on the SNSB-II in participants with Alzheimer's
continuum who had amyloid pathology measured by amyloid PET. However, this study
also has some limitations. First, although we showed cortical atrophy patterns associated
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with poor performance on a lot of neuropsychological tests, whether all neural correlates
represented test-specific brain areas was doubtful. Rather, neural correlates for some tests
might have relevance to basic cognitive processes sharing a variety of neuropsychological
tests. Second, we could not consider effects of other pathologies including other AD
(soluble Aβ and neurofibrillary tangles), microinfarcts, or possible combined degenerative
dementia (dementia with lewy bodies and frontotemporal dementia) pathologies known
to be associated with cognitive impairments. Finally, since our study population was only
comprehensive of patients with Alzheimer's continuum, our results might be founded by
anatomical noise meaning that areas might be irrelevant to specific signs and symptoms
being studied. Thus, it is hard to generalize results to subjects with other neurodegenerative
disease such as Parkinson's disease and frontotemporal dementia. Further study using
participants with other neurodegenerative disease is needed to solve the second limitation
of our study. Despite these limitations, our study is note-worthy because it is useful for
knowing neuropsychological test-anatomical associations in Alzheimer's continuum, helping
the diagnosis of these diseases by understanding neural correlates of cognitive deficits, and
informing us that appropriate norms of neuropsychological test are important.
In conclusion, poor performance of most neuropsychological tests is closely related to
cortical thinning in specific brain areas of patients with Alzheimer's continuum. Thus, we
can predict brain atrophy patterns in patients with Alzheimer's continuum by accurately
analyzing SNSB-II in clinical practice.
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